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Xu Wei made great success in handwriting, poem, drawing and opera, so countless 
descendants submitted themselves to him , and even be willing to be the lackeys of him. 
However, why could Xu Wei make so enormous achievement? Nearly all people who 
submitted to him can answer with only a word: Strange. The person is strange ,so his 
handwriting ,poem, drawing and opera are also strange. Is " strangeness" the real reason 
why Xu Wei makes so enormous achievement in these fields? What is its meaning? To 
reveal the answers ,we must find out the common and real guidelines applicable to his 
creating of all kinds of artistic fields. 
The artistic idea is the key of understanding Xu Wei’s artistic practice and style. To 
study the formation and meaning of Xu Wei's artistic idea ,and know the person and his 
period, entering the heart of the artist, the artistic context is first problem we must face. 
The  rise of the “Wang” School resulted in the liberate of “Xin Xue” form ,making the 
intellectuals become secular and ordinary on one hand; On the other hand, as a kind of 
main factor ,eliminated the loftiness of traditional intellectuals’ consciousness with 
other factors .As a result ,most of the intellectuals of late Ming Dynasty only focused on  
self-enjoyment. Wei Xu was not a intellectual like them,but in the “denial” context ,his 
“Li Dao” had to depart from his truly idea.The struggling of the consciousness of 
intellectual followed Xu Wei for all his life,failing to release in rescue of Chan and Dao. 
Xu Wei’s behavior of suicide,self-abuse ,self-criticism with articles and so on can be 
regarded as the self-atonement of his consciousness of intellectual,and his 
unconventional and unrestrained way of life can be regarded as the persistence in “true 
self” of the consciousness of intellectual.Xu Wei has been all along regarded the art as 
the thing for playing beyond the pursuing of “Li Dao”.Nevertheless,in his early age,to 
be a traditional intellectual ,he cognize it deeply.This kind of cognition was catalyzed by 
the complicated personal experience, making it seem to be more extreme. His extremely 
artistic view mainly included three respects: unrestraint and unconventionality ,art 
viz.emotion , disproval and revolting. Unrestrained and unconventional, art i.e. emotion, 














It is considered that the meaning of the artistic idea is mainly constituted by four 
groups of concepts: play and achieve involuntarily, the theory of language and Quan , 
praise the trueness  and  takes the post as the feeling , art innovate and strange. The 
four factors constitute a self-sufficient whole, embodying the corresponding artistic 
style together. The four factors are the real reason why Xu Wei have the enormous 
achievement in each field of art, and our common  standpoints of study Xu Wei’s 
handwritin, poem, drawing and opera. 
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 黄仁宇《万历十五年》，三联书店，1997 年 5 月，4页。 
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